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GPLN member InterMax has acquired a Yangtze River shipping company to carry heavy and
oversized cargo
GPLN member Intermax Logistics Solution Ltd. from China has acquired the Yangtze River shipping
company "Hualong Shipping Co." on 11th Oct 2013. The company is a leader in carrying heavy and
oversized cargo from Shanghai to Leshan, Sichuan province, covering a distance of over 3,000 km across
the longest river in the world. InterMax provides seamless service links with an owned feeder fleet to carry
out river transportation which was officially authorized by the Government as a Yangtze carrier to transport
Nuclear Power elements. In the past the fleet have carried remarkable cargoes, handling various heavy
items on the Yangtze river for Hydro Power, Thermal Power, Nuclear Power, Wind Power, Chemicals, Oil
Refineries etc.
The company, renamed as "Max Shipping Co. Ltd.", consists of a fleet of six project cargo feeder vessels
with capacities from 1,000 to 1,800 tons to serve the customers in connection with an ocean-river bridge
expansion, covering the dragon hinterland to overseas or vice versa. InterMax service points along the river
can be easily seen along the marked red points from below map. With precise management, abundant
technical force and mature security system from GPLN member InterMax, Max Shipping will be one of the
key components of the InterMax Group. At the same time, InterMax’s footprint is taking a step forward in
providing a vessel service on the dragon river with a wide coverage of offices from Chongqing, Chengdu,
Deyang to Leshan (heavy project cargo terminal which has a lifting capacity of up to 500 tons).
For those interested to see some of InterMax’s project moves please go to their album on the GPLN
Facebook page:
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.10150290162856595.328788.250416211594&type=3
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------About Global Project Logistics Network (GPLN)
The Global Project Logistics Network (GPLN) is the largest and most recognized non-exclusive projects
logistics network specializing in international projects movements and specialized lifts.
For more information about GPLN, please visit www.gpln.net
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